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As the CDC continues to ease their COVID-19 recommendations, many Americans are getting
comfortable taking larger steps back toward "normal." This relaxation is certain to spark a return to office
work and travel for many people, especially toward summer's end. The question is: Are your properties
ready NOW?
With 80% of mobile usage originating from inside buildings, savvy property owners and their teams now
realize the ever-increasing importance of reliable indoor cellular and wireless connectivity. Wireless
signals are being degraded today by stress on limited-capacity national networks, while dense
construction materials like low-e glass, and interference of cellular signals by surrounding buildings, also
contribute to wireless reception problems.
Now, savvy property owners looking toward the future are taking advantage of tremendous opportunities
to enhance wireless performance and reliability, strengthen security and increase cost efficiency by
upgrading their networks in order to tackle challenges that only a superior quality, dedicated and secure
network can reliably support.

How Airwave can help
With no up-front costs for property owners, Airwave completely upgrades whole-building wireless and
wireline infrastructure, creating building-wide, seamless wireless and wired broadband networks that:
Eliminate in-building dead zones
Allow tenants and visitors to connect using any of their devices
Allow property owners to automate and control their buildings with Internet of Things (“IOT)
devices such as wireless door locks, security cameras, and building automation and control
technologies
Allow wireless carriers to access the Airwave network so their customers may experience full
signal levels throughout the property on their mobile phones
Airwave enhances this capability by implementing a data center for each network we deploy.

Advantages of an Airwave Network for a Property Owner
As national network wireless signals continue to deteriorate, informed employees at property companies-and these companies’ shareholders--know the time is now to ensure reliable indoor cellular coverage,

future-proof their wireless networks and increase property values throughout their portfolios. An Airwave
network provides building owners with benefits like:

Improved indoor AND outdoor
performance

Wider Reach

Fewer dropped calls

More cost efficient: fewer access
points, upgrades

Increased control of internet and
cellular services

Much more secure than Wi-Fi alone

Click to Increase Your Property Values & Upgrade Your In-Building Connectivity

Rooftop Cell Sites Generating Additional Revenue for Property Owners
We are seeing immediate-term carrier interest in many property rooftops and encourage owners not to
miss any revenue opportunities since equipment sizes in most cases have become relatively compact.
Airwave represents property owners only, not carriers, and our goal is to give your properties the
competitive advantage to be leased by the wireless carriers at the highest possible value.
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